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The thread cluster itself
would be just the grey
threads (or strings) in the
picture (no color and a lot
thinner of course). 
It would fit perfectly
inside of a dodecahedron.
Actual thread (or string)
length is about one
Ångström and it is fine
enough where 10 threads
(20 radii) could curl-up
into the size of a neutron.

YOU ARE FOOLED INTO BELIEVING THE TRUTH

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
You are 3-D but really 1-D but really 3-D 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

We do not live in world of ghosts and magic. 

Everything is made from threads (not the
string theory type). 

Threads (from any theory) are
supposedly one dimensional 1-D. 

Clusters of threads form protons,
neutrons, electrons and when they group
together they make atoms. Atoms of
course form everything matter - that
includes you. 
You think you are 3-D but you are
actually made from 1-D threads 

A thread of course has a length but it would also have to have an infinitesimally small thickness, that
would give it a height and width, or three dimensions 3-D. 

So, you are fooled into thinking you are 3-D because you are made from an assemblage of 1-D threads
that form 3-D structures (like a wire sculpture). But the 1-D threads actually *are* 3-D. 
So, that means... 

You are fooled into believing the truth. 

_________________________________________ 
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Everything in the Universe is made from one type of thread. 
All workings of the Universe are result from said thread.
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~~~~~~~~~~ 
DIMENSIONS 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

There is NO Universal instruction manual. Self-assembly and automatic formation are the only way
anything and everything could have happened. 

The Universe and everything in it has to form and work automatically, period. 

Everyone knows atoms are mostly empty space and therefore nothing is solid. 
So, there cannot be things like solid 3 dimensional cubes nor spheres. 
Two dimensional planes also get ruled out. 
A two dimensional plane (like a sheet of paper) would be a slice of a supposedly solid 3-D cube and
that would make it a 2-D solid. 
There are no such things as solid cubes, so, you cannot take a slice from one. Nothing is solid so the
paper-like plane gets canceled when you figure things based on actual reality. 

The way dimensions work is simple - everything is made from quantum threads and the number of axis
equals dimension... 

A line -------- is of course 1-D 
Plus signs +++++++ would be 2-D and a bunch of 2-D threads can
form something like a tennis net. etc.

Got that? 

The basic 2-D unit would be a plus-sign + , NOT a plane. 
10 dimensions or 10-D is the axis of the dodecahedron - that's a Platonic solid - an automatic shape. 
It would look like a 3-D ∗ asterisk ∗ and it is the basis for everything. 
It has 10 axis (that's 20 radii) and it forms automatically - that is the only way things can happen at
the basic (quantum) level. 

The thread cluster itself would be just the grey threads in the
picture (no color and a lot thinner of course). 
It would fit perfectly inside of a dodecahedron. 
Actual thread length is about one Ångström and it is fine enough
were 10 threads (20 radii) could curl-up into the size of a neutron. 

Is Rumpelstiltskin true? Of course not and that is easy to know. 
But if you have something like String Theory - they use 10, 11, or
26 dimensions. 
The math for all of them is correct but only one of them (if any)
can actually be truly correct. 
Math is like an unprovable story and you know most of it is either
fiction or just plane wrong.


